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The large centerpiece that 1 have had designed for you 

Je especially effective in colors on either Un or white linen 
particularly fond of gray linen for a background, an(RANGED MATCH.

you have no doubt noticed by this time.
Juet multiply this design by three, and you Will have the 

beauty of the centerpiece in Its entirety.
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When you have completed the design, your next consid
eration Is the working of It. It Is very effective in outline 
stitch, using heavy mercerised thread. Another effective and 
quick method Is a long-and-ehort stitch worked In from 
the edges for a very short distance, slanting the threads 
down toward the base of each petal as you go along. In this 
case, work the small central pieces solid.

Then again, there is a great use now of the outline work 
combined with seed stitches to fill in with straight parallel 
lines of darning stitches. This gives a solid effect on petals 
with surprisingly little work. Some time In the near future 
2 am going 

h.
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to give you a centerpiece especially planned for

this atltc
The leaves of the present design you will work in long- 

and-short stitch, using green of a soft bluish tone, If you 
are working In colors.

A fine stem stitch for the stem le good, while a heavy 
outline atltch, whipped into a cord, is quicker and Just ae 
pffectlve.

Pad the scallo

II\ >pe with darning cotton and work with the 
le stitches around the border. The white II regular buttonho 

thread for the all-white work and a dark brown for the 
yellow work are the favorites. Buttonhole the edge again 
'|o prevent fraying.

Generally speaking, there is a large graceful feature in 
a chrysanthemum design that few other flowers offer. Take 
advantage of this opportunity while It is here. Make one of 
these effective centerpieces for yourself or tor a friend. You 
cannot regret It.
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One-third.I
of\\ Some Gifts for the Men

HAT shall I give John at Christmas? The question 
is an ancient one. yet every year It has to be solved, 
for every woman has a John, a Tom. a Frederick-- 

gome masculine friend or relative that she wishes to remem
ber with a gift on Christmas morning.

If you make the gift yourself. It will add greatly to the 
pleasure of giving, besides showing a more personal Interest 
In your friend than would something bought from a shop.

Men like dainty things and appreciate the interest 
woman displays if she makes a gift with her own hands, 
man always enjoys line linen handkerchiefs; but if they are 
marked with his Initial or monogram embroidered In one 
corner^ by ^the woman who presents the gift, he will prise
ll‘e Embroidering on linen is easy and fascinating work. 
After having the handkerchiefs marked with thq desired 
letters, pad the outline with fine mercerized thread and work 
in the letters with the over-and-over atltch, taking care that 
the stitches are even and smooth

A somewhat unusual gift, but one that will be greatly 
appreciated, Is a half dozen one-inch squares of linen with his 
monogram embroidered thereon, Intended to be inserted In 
his dress-shirt sleeves.

Plain silk ties with the initial embroidered on the end or 
the widest side Ie another suggestion. Do the work with 
floss in a contrasting color.

A broad black Bilk scarf, to wear under the topcoat to 
protect the shirt front when evening clothes are worn, should 
be marked with the gentleman's monogram. You can make 
him an attractive couarbox by buying a circular cardboard 
box six Inches in diameter, such as confectioners use for 
candy and cake, and covering with coarse natural-colored

Paste the linen over the outside, allowing It to cover the 
box to the point where the lid fits over. Bind the edge 
with flat linen tape. On the linen used for the box embroider 
the monogram In scarlet floes.

Handkerchief, cravat and glove cases are made of linen 
folded over like an envelope, the glove case ten Inches long 
and five Inches wide and the cravat case fourteen Inches 
long and elx Inches wide.

These can be lined with silk or satin and delicately scented 
It you wish.

If you are wondering what to give your husband or 
brother or sweetheart, why not select one of the above- 
jpenHoned articles?
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AA. yourself as a holiday 
is prettier than the beaded 

These are made on a groundwork of 
net. The beads are sewed on in any 
pretty design you may fancy, are lined 
with a bright-colored satin and mourned 
on square, oblong or oval frames.

An attractive square frame is made 
on silver net, with a border of tiny opal 

ttERE are suggestions for trans- 4 beads showing a vine design running 
l—l ferrlng the pattern before you 
11 to any material before working.

Perhaps the easiest way is the "win
dow-pane" method. This is successful rQrner. 
when the material Is thin, like linen, green satm.
batiste, etc. Pin the sheet of paper Beaded frames will remain in fashion 
and the material ■ together and hold longer than most articles decorated
th.m up seal tut the ala., of a .'Inflow. wltT beads that are flnflln* eo much

With a sharp pencil draw on the mate
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/Make Your Own Handbags

ANC Y handbags held by a long cord continue in fashion, 
ecially If they match or correspond with the gown 
h which they are worn. It Is not always possible 
bag that matches the costume: but don't let that

are fond
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▲ disturb you, for they are not bard to make 1

W 'The bag that la tt 
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and Inset with Imita

<• u. for they are no 
wing and can embroider.

that la to be carried Fruit Sachetarrled with your black velvet suit.
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The envelope bag is pretty and easy to make. Let us 
consider u bag of black velvet and gold. It can be made 
from a half yard of velvet, the same amount of gold-colored 
■atln for the lining, three yards of heavy gold cord and 
enough gold-colored floss and gold thread to embroider any 
design you may fancy.

First cut a paper pattern fourte 
Inches wide. Four Inches fr 
•ll the way across ; measure 
another line. a

♦ Measure two Inches from each edge of the top Of the
paper and draw a line to the lower edge. Then find the 
center of the top edge, and from there mark a line to each edge Of the top 
Une. Now cut along these lines, making a pointed flap, and also cut along the lines 
drawn from the bottom corners to the top, and fold over on the dotted line.

You have then the shape of the bag. Ley the pattern on the velvet, having 
nap run toward the bottom, and cut. allowing a half inch for seams.

Now fold the pattern over on the dotted line and cut another piece of velvet 
that size. The lining satin is cut exactly'the same as the velvet.

. Sew the lining and velvet separately. Joining them only at th 
Before joining tack u piece of whalebone along the edge where the 1 
The design is embroidered both on the flap and the front portion of 
It is made up.
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